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ABSTRACT
In this paper we attempt to quantify the ability of naive listeners to perform speaker recognition in the context of the NIST evaluation task. We describe our protocol: a series of listening experiments using large numbers of naive listeners (432) on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk that attempt to measure the ability of the average human listener to performance speaker recognition. Our goal was the compare the performance of the average human listener to both forensic experts and state-of-the-art automatic systems. We show that naive listeners vary substantially in their performance, but that a voting of listeners can achieve performance similar to that of expert forensic examiners.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is commonly hypothesized that the sound of the human voice is a characteristic of a it’s speaker’s identity and that these characteristics are perceivable by human listeners. Research into automatic methods has systematically shown that acoustic features, phonetic and word usage can all yield varying degrees of speaker identifiability [1, 2], but comparatively few studies have been conducted to assess the ability of human listeners to identify speakers on a large scale [3].

Despite the lack of empirical evidence, this hypothesis has been widely accepted as fact in the forensic community. It has given rise to the discipline of forensic speaker recognition as conducted by human experts, in which audio samples from known and unknown sources are compared by an expert through the process of listening. In this community it is often assumed that the ability to listen for speaker identity requires training and the application specialized identification processes, though little scientific validation has been done to prove the efficacy of human perception used in many of these methods [4, 5]. In fact, many more studies have limitations of human perceptions especially, when voice samples are short, stressed, unfamiliar, disguised or noise-corrupted [6, 7, 8, 9].

As part of the NIST 2010 Speaker Recognition evaluation, NIST conducted a first-of-its-kind systematic benchmark test to assess the ability of human listeners and machine algorithms to perform speaker recognition.

In this paper we attempt to quantify the ability of naive listeners to perform speaker recognition in the context of the NIST evaluation task. We describe our protocol: a series of listening experiments using naive listeners on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk that attempt to measure the ability of the average human listener to performance speaker recognition. Our goal was the compare the performance of the average human listener to both forensic experts and state-of-the-art automatic systems. This section describes the experiments that we ran and some preliminary conclusions based on the results we obtained.

The experiments conducted as part of this work focused on the following main areas:

- **Elicitation**: How to structure the listening task in a way that subjects perform to their optimal abilities.
- **Scoring**: How to assign scores to speaker verification trials and aggregate those scores across subjects
- **Preliminary Measurement**: Once the above issues were addressed, we ran an experiment to quantify human performance

2. MECHANICAL TURK
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk system provides a mechanism for payment and recruiting of human labor for tasks that can be conducted online. The system allows requesters to create labeling/annotation tasks, forms, surveys, etc. that can be distributed to a large pool of workers in the US and around the world. Tasks may be arbitrarily small in terms of required
effort from workers (e.g., image labeling) and the system handles accounting and payment for potentially large sets of tasks. This allows for researchers to conduct many trials without significant bookkeeping.

Mechanical Turk is a market-driven system: potential subjects (called workers) can see tasks descriptions and payment information before choosing what to work on. As there are often tens of thousands of workers available at any given time, the cost of annotation can be very low and the turnaround time for conducting experiments can be very fast. Research collaborators at MIT/BCS have averaged $0.87 per hour from psycho-linguistic experiments they have been conducting over the past two years. This is significantly lower than the cost of running live human subjects in the lab.

2.1. Turk-specific Issues

Despite the ease-of-use and lowered subject costs, Mechanical Turk does offer less controls than human subject experiments run in the lab. Many experiments have observed that motivation and accuracy issues are prevalent.

Since tasks compete with each other for workers, proper pricing is important in order to ensure that subjects perform your task accurately and quickly.

Because tasks are often priced in terms of the number of completed tasks/annotations/surveys, subjects are often motivated to finish these tasks as quickly as possible (to maximize their effective hourly rate).

Proper task design for Mechanical Turk is required to ensure that subjects are willing to work on your task and that they complete your task as accurately as possible. The later is especially difficult to enforce without some mechanism to verify task results.

Mechanical Turk offers very little in terms of subject biographical data. As a result it is difficult to control for gender/age and other external factors. For our particular experiment, we would prefer that subjects be native American English speakers so as to eliminate potential cross-language speaker-verification performance issues. Mechanical Turk provides information about whether a worker is located within the US and it allows us to filter workers on this basis. Any further biographical information regarding nativeness would need to be collected during the experiment and trials for non-natives would require filtering after payment.

3. EXPERIMENT SETUP

Since our goal was to compare the results of our Mechanical Turk experiments with the HASR submissions to the NIST 2010 SRE, we adapted NIST’s verification protocol. In order to reach the maximal number of subjects, each NIST verification trial was presented as a separate task to Mechanical Turk workers. Potential workers could do each trial exactly once, but were not required to do all trials. For each trial, subjects were asked to listen to the two NIST-supplied audio clips. As preprocessing, the speaker-of-interest was extracted and all audio levels were normalized to -8 db. For each trial, we maintain results per subject and the amount of time each subject required to complete the trial.

In order to motivate subjects to listen to both audio clips in their entirety, included a set of listening comprehension questions asking about facts that are stated at 1-minute intervals in the audio. The inclusion of these questions increased the average amount a subject spent per trial from less than 2 minutes to 7 minutes. Furthermore, subjects were asked to provide qualitative confidence assessments about each trial. We conducted experiments using two different scales:

1. A Likert-like scale (1-5) as shown in figure 2.
2. We asked subjects to assign a % confidence that the “Two audio clips were from the same speaker.”
3. A hard decision with an additional confidence scale (3-point, see figure 1).

We asked subjects to be as accurate as possible in both their listening comprehension questions and their trial decisions and we conditioned their payment on accuracy. Each trial was priced at $0.33 with an effective hourly rate of $2.82/hour. Guidelines for the experiment are shown in figure 1. Figure 2 shows the display for a given trial with the Likert-like scale used for that set of experiments.

As subjects may have scale biases/ranges, we encouraged subjects to complete all 15 trials and were paid a bonus ($1.00) to do so.

4. RESULTS

We ran three sets of experiments using the the scales reported above (150 trials for scales 1 and 2, 300 trials for scale 3). In total more than 600 trials were conducted using 432 Mechanical Turk subjects. We assessed the performance of the average human by weighted voting: scores from every subject were first normalized to zero-mean/unit-variance. Then the resulting z-scores per trial were averaged. For each scoring variant a threshold was set to minimize the total cost \( C_{total} \) where:

\[
C_{total} = N_{fa} + N_{miss}
\]

This scoring assumes equal cost of miss and false alarm.

Table 1 shows the results for the different scales. Interestingly, the Mechanical Turk listeners were very close, in performance, to the average amongst HASR participants (Mechanical Turk: 6-7 errors, HASR Average: 6.6 errors per submitted system). These results may improve with more normalization data per subject (1.38 trials per subject on average). That said, these numbers are quite a bit worse than our best automatic systems (which make only one error on this set). Because of the peculiar way in which these trials were selected, we hope to run a follow on experiment using more
Typical trials. We expect that the gap between average listeners and machines will narrow. Relatively few subjects (28 in total) completed all trials. More subjects and more trial pairs are needed (to be collected in future experiments) to do a reliable analysis of individual subject performance. That said, the data in Table 2 suggests that our within-subject normalization scheme may be effective. Voting using normalized scores across all trials from subjects appears to improve the performance over that of the average subject and is close in performance to the best subject.

5. DISCUSSION

From the limited trial set, we learned that naive listeners (especially panels of such listeners with proper normalization) can perform speaker recognition on par with forensic experts. In results reported by NIST, sites using human listeners exclusively exhibit similar $C_{total}$ numbers. Interestingly, the best automatic systems make relatively fewer errors ($C_{total} = 1$ for MIT/LL's best system). This may be due to compensation methods developed for cross-channel trials which are prevalent in this data set. The selected trial set was chosen to be exceptionally difficult for human listeners. Given the small data set, it’s not clear that these trials are particularly difficult for automatic methods. A more randomly selected trial set is needed to assess if these data are equally difficult for both methods.

Because our method for focusing subjects required listening comprehension questions written from transcripts, we were limited to the small subset of HASR1 trials. In future experiments, we would like to expand the trial set for more statistical reliability.

Our protocol also makes no attempt to find “good” or “trained” human listeners. In future experiments it would be possible to find a subset of listeners that meet a specific performance criteria on non-HASR data and assess their performance on this task. This adjusted protocol could be used to assess limits of human performance.
Speaker Identification

Fig. 2. Display of what a typical Mechanical Turk trial looked like for subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FAs</th>
<th>Misses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst Subject</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Subject</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Subject</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voted (Optimal FA/Miss)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of individual subject performance vs. voted average
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